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NEO-CLASSIC EMPIRE
FRANCE
Directoire
Historical Background. The Directoire (1795-1799) and the
Consulate (1799-1804) followed the French Revolution, during
which Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette were executed. The com-
plete change in the form of the government inspired a change in
the decorative style also. The Directoire style was considered to
be a revolt against the hated Louis XVI style; however, some of
the features of the previous style were retained. A rather indefi-
nite transitional style evolved during this brief period.
Characteristics. Designers turned to the pure Classic forms of
Greece and Rome for inspiration. Graceful Greek chairs with
concave curving legs were models for new chairs, sofas, and other
furniture. The symbols of the Revolution, such as liberty caps,
spears, arrows, drums, trumpets, triangles, stars, and clasped hands,
were used for ornamentation during this period. Light-colored
native fruitwood, oak, and walnut were usually employed, since
very little mahogany could be imported.
Although the Directoire style had delicacy, simplicity, charm,
and beauty it was without the original light French touches present
in the previous styles. See page 88.
Empire
Historical Background. While Napoleon was emperor from
1804 to 1814, the furniture reflected his taste, which inclined to-
ward the imperial, military, and brutal modified by majestic splen-
dor. As his campaigns in Egypt and Italy made him an admirer
of the ancient world, Egyptian, Greek, and Roman forms were
copied for him* David, the court painter, and two architects,
Percier and Fontaine, developed the Empire style.
Characteristics- The Empire style is based on ancient Classic
forms which were copied with archeological exactness and applied
whole to buildings, interiors, and furniture. In Empire rooms the
walls, which usually had a dado and cornice, were often hung with
fabrics or wall paper, or decorated in Roman fashion. Floors
were usually made of contrasting tile, marble, or oak blocks.

